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Abstract: Recently, the European Commission announced their intention to restrict intentionally
added microplastics to reduce the amount emitted by 0.5 million tons per year. Findings on mi-
croplastics indicate toxic behavior for biota, yet many mechanisms remain in the dark. Microplastics
also pose a challenge in life cycle assessment as methods are actively being developed. Considering
this recent decision, an anticipatory life cycle assessment was performed, comparing the impacts of
natural grass pitches with artificial grass pitches using bio-based infill materials as well as polymeric
ones made from recycled and virgin materials. The aim was to confirm if microplastics are in fact a
considerable environmental hazard when compared to more traditional impacts. The microplastics’
impact was modeled after the MarILCA group’s work on the new midpoint of physical effects on
biota. The results showed that the influence of the microplastics remains negligible when using the
method provided. For most midpoint categories, the wood-based infill showed the best results, often
closely tied with the infill made from recycled rubber from tires. A sensitivity analysis revealed that
neither the physical effects on biota nor the greenhouse gas emissions from degradation in a marine
environment are deciding factors when assessing the endpoint of ecosystem damage.

Keywords: natural grass; sport pitch; life cycle assessment; microplastics; MarILCA; endpoint
analysis; sensitivity analysis; anticipatory LCA

1. Introduction

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines microplastics (MPs)
as solid particles made from plastic which are insoluble in water and have a size between
1 µm and 1 mm for the longest dimension of the particle [1]. Other authors refer to plastic
particles which are smaller than 5 mm in diameter [2–4]. These ambiguous definitions
already hint at the fact that MPs exist in very different shapes and sizes, and their chemical
compositions vary as well. Additionally, MPs are a global phenomenon, with different
authors reporting numbers such as 1000–10,000 particles per m3 of sea water in coastal
areas, [5] 100,000 pieces per km2 of sea area near Antarctica [4], and 46.5 ng/mL of MPs in
the melted snow water of mountain peaks in the Austrian Alps over 3000 meters above sea
level [6]. While recent research suggests that the relationship between shape and transport
pathways needs further investigation [7], it has been shown before that MPs infer ecotox-
icological damage via pathways such as free radical generation by oxidation, endocrine
disruption, and reproductive abnormalities in affected species [8]. It is not only the MPs
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that can be hazardous; the same is true for additives used in their production [9]. Physical
pathways also cause damage as ingestion is common with MPs [10]. The consequences are
manifold; some examples are reduced feeding rates, starvation, and weight loss [11,12]. As
environmental consequences are evident, the need for the implementation of MPs in life
cycle assessment (LCA), one of the most renowned sustainability assessment tools, was
first acknowledged in 2017. The Medellín declaration was published, which acknowledged
the lack of means of assessing MPs in LCAs, finding inventory data, and translating those
results into environmental impact [13]. Briefly after, the MariLCA (Marine Impacts in
Life Cycle Assessment) group was formed to derive reliable characterization factors (CFs)
which link the life cycle inventory (LCI) result of kg of MPs emitted to a final result on the
midpoint level to account for microplastics in an LCA [14]. When assessing toxicity, one
needs to know three different figures and calculate the CF by multiplying these three. They
are the fate factor (FF), describing how long the substance of interest stays in a certain com-
partment; the exposure factor (XF), describing how much of the substance is available to
the species in question; and, finally, the effect factor (EF), quantifying the ecological damage
to the species [15]. In one of the first studies within the MarILCA project, Lavoie et al. tried
to find differences in effect factors among different virgin micro- and nanoplastics (MNPs)
with varying sizes and surfaces. No differences were found, and, for the time being, the
use of a generic effect factor independent of polymer type was recommended [16]. This
highlights the complexity of the task at hand as a large number of different polymers exist
which need individual EFs for a precise description. In a subsequent study, Corella-Puertas
et al. attempted to find a fate factor for MNPs by treating the ocean as a single compartment,
combining it with the generic exposure and EF found by Lavoie et al. and establishing a
way to calculate damage at the midpoint level [17]. For this, a new midpoint was postulated:
physical effects on biota (PEBs) [14]. In the work of Corella-Puertas et al., a case study was
performed by comparing the midpoint and endpoint results of the newly developed MNP
indicator with the rest of the product life cycle [17]. This work was later amended and
improved by the same group [18] to align with UseTox™, following a recommendation by
Owsianiak et al. to use lower effect concentrations to bring the model closer to reality [19],
marking the first work assessing the environmental impacts of MPs based upon mass (kg
emitted) [20]. This is relevant as the European Chemical Agency (ECHA) estimates that
145,000 tons of microplastics are used annually in the EU/EEA [21]. There are various
sources for MPs entering the environment, with artificial turfs (ATs) for sports pitches being
the largest single contributor, with 16,000 tons [22] produced annually in Europe by an
estimated number of 42,000 pitches [23]. Recently, the European Commission decided to
follow the recommendation and will ban microplastics in pitches, giving owners 8 years
from the implementation of the ban to change to a different design [24]. Despite this, find-
ings of research on the sustainability of pitches are scarce. Russo et al. compared artificial
to natural grass turfs (NTs) within the Product Environmental Footprint framework and
found that artificial turfs have reduced impacts in terms of climate change (CC) due to
the credit obtained for using end-of-life tires (ELT) [25]. For other mostly toxicity-related
categories, natural grass showed advantages. Bertling et al. analyzed several types of
artificial turf pitches with different infills in Germany and Switzerland, using a functional
unit of 1 h of playtime and considering only global warming potential [26]. Itten et al.
investigated artificial turf football pitches in Zürich, Switzerland. Data were compiled
from manufacturers of such sports facilities and subjected to an LCA with a functional
unit of 1 h of playtime [27]. Synthetic turfs and natural grass were compared, and great
sensitivities toward the functional unit and system boundaries were identified which led
to mixed results in which each type of pitch showed favorable results at certain times.
In another study, Magnusson and Mácsik analyzed greenhouse gas emissions and the
primary energy demand for different infill materials [28]. It was once again found that
recycling materials helped reduce energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions. However,
leachates were recorded for most of the materials, and their inclusion in further studies
was demanded. None of the studies dealt with the apparent environmental problem of
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microplastic pollution in a quantitative way. Using the foundation established by the works
of MarILCA, new CFs for rubbers were derived. The framework at hand allows us to
address our research question, determining whether MPs have a significant influence in
terms of sustainability when comparing artificial turf sports fields to biobased infill or
natural grass pitches. To answer this question, three scenarios symbolizing characteristic
amounts of MP emissions were derived from the literature and assessed using the MarILCA
framework in combination with LCI data from the literature for the remaining part of a
football pitch, as well as primary data from a producer of bio-based infill material and a
comparison to natural grass. As a large amount of data was sourced from the literature,
this LCA can be described as anticipatory, as introduced by Wender et al. [29].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Life Cycle Assessment

An LCA was performed in four phases, as demanded by ISO 14044, which are intro-
duced in the following sections [30].

2.1.1. Goal and Scope Definition

The functional unit was 1 h of football played in Norway on a pitch made from artificial
grass using wood-based performance infill, ELT, virgin ethylene propylene diene monomer
rubber (EDPM), or natural grass. The reason for choosing Norway as the geographical area
of interest was because the biobased infill is produced there. Moreover, Norway witnessed
a strong increase in the number of artificial turf pitches recently and neared 2000 pitches
in 2020 [31].The inventory included the sourcing of pitch materials, pitch deconstruction
after a maximum lifetime of 30 years, as well as all maintenance and renovation steps. The
usage phase was also analyzed with respect to MP emissions. An important distinction
was modeled similarly to the work of Itten et al. as the playing time per year amounted
to 800 h for the natural grass pitch, whereas the artificial pitches were available for 1600 h
per year [27]. Two different system boundaries (SBs) were applied. SB1 did not account for
microplastics emissions and PEBs, whereas SB2 did to produce endpoint results to answer
the research question as to whether PEBs by MPs are the main contributors to sports pitches’
impact on marine life. A graphical representation is found in Figure 1.

An important distinction is that SB1 features a full cradle-to-grave analysis as all
process steps are accounted for, from sourcing the raw materials, construction, renovation,
and maintenance to EoL, except for MPs. For SB2, the EoL of the MPs was also excluded
from the results as primary data were not available and data from the literature showed
considerable variation. Nonetheless, implications of MP’s EoL are discussed in a sensitivity
analysis in the Section 3. An important fact is that the two SBs also act as a division between
the levels of the LCIA as SB1 deals with results at the midpoint level, whereas SB2 focuses
on endpoints.

2.1.2. Life Cycle Inventory

The life cycle inventory (LCI) was mostly sourced from the work of Itten et al. [27]. The
data were originally gathered for the city of Zurich, Switzerland, but we decided to reuse
them as primary data because carrying out data collection for Norway was out of the scope
of this project as the focus was on the infill produced and not on the overall infrastructure.
For the production of the biobased infill, which meets FIFA Quality Pro standards, primary
data from the manufacturer, GOE-Ip AS, were used [32]. For the recycling of tires into
ELT, the inventory followed the work of Johansson [33]. The annual amount of infill was
not modeled after the work of Itten et al. As various sources report different values, it
was decided to choose the 2.98 t/a reported by Bertling et al. as they reported the closest
value to the 2.8 t/a reported by GOE-Ip AS [26,34,35]. Magnusson and Mácsik compared
different infill types and showed the same amount of infill added for different types during
the course of pitch renovation, which we also assumed for this study [28]. The question
of how many infill MPs enter the aquatic environment was difficult to answer as highly
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fluctuating numbers were found, with little experimental information available. We used
the findings of Løkkegard et al. to derive best-case, base-case, and worst-case scenarios of
MPs entering the marine environment [36].
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Figure 1. An overview of the conducted LCA. This figure presents a schematic overview and does
not feature all the process steps/flows involved. Please note that the structures of 2-ethylidene-5-
norbornene as the third monomer (EPDM) and styrene–butadiene rubber (ELT) are of a representative
nature only.
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2.1.3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment

The calculations were performed using openLCA software version 1.11, with the
ecoinvent cutoff database v.3.9.1 used for background processes [37]. The LCIA method
chosen was ImpactWorld+ with the versions “Default_recommended_midpoint 1.29” for
midpoints and “Default_recommended_damage 1.47” for endpoints [38]. The results for
PEBs were calculated in Microsoft Excel as described in Section 2.2 and later added to the
results from openLCA.

2.2. Modeling Impacts of Microplastics

The derivation of CFs followed the work of Corella-Puertas et al. [18]. The three terms
shown in Equation (1) were determined individually to derive impacts for PEBs for the
rubbers used as infill in the LCA.

Equation (1): The calculation of characterization factors for the midpoint of physical
effects on biota. FF describes the fate factor, XF is the exposure factor, and EF is the effect
factor, as outlined in the UseTox™ documentation [15].

CF = FF ∗ XF ∗ EF

CF = FF
(

kg in compartment
kg emitted

year

)
∗ XF

(
kg bioavailable

kg in compartment

)
∗ EF

(
PAF∗m3

kg bioavailable

)
= CF

(
PAF∗m3

kg emitted
year

) (1)

The fate factor was calculated as discussed in Section 2.2.1. The XF was set to 1, as in
the original work of the MarILCA framework, assuming that all MPs entering the marine
compartment are bioavailable [16,18]. The effect factor (EF) was obtained from the updated
work of Corella-Puertas et al., based upon the initial work of Lavoie et al., and was set to
1067.5 PAF * m3/kg [16,18].

2.2.1. Calculation of Fate Factor

Again, the FF was calculated analogously to the works of Corella-Puertas et al. [17,18].
Therefore, the degradation and sedimentation rates were calculated and added together
to yield the rate constant k. The constant’s inverse matrix then yielded the FF. Equation
(2) describes the calculation if a surface degradation rate ( kd) can be found. The other
terms were the density (ρ) and the specific surface area (A SS)_ of the MP particle in
question. In the case that no surface degradation rate is available, the decay equation,
Equation (3), was used with values from the literature and transformed to find k. As 0
is not a possible value, complete degradation was calculated by assuming a value for A
of 1% of the initial mass. The same approach was used to calculate the sedimentation
rate, as complete sedimentation was assumed for all cases and different times to reach
this state were investigated. Sedimentation rates were obtained from the literature as no
experimental data on rubbers were found. No transfer to other compartments was assumed,
as carried out by the group of Maga et al., who assumed that no redistribution to other
compartments for all types of polymers occurs if they enter marine waters first [39].

Equation (2): the equation originally published by Chamas et al. [40] and modified by
Corella-Puertas et al. [17] to calculate the MP degradation rate in the marine compartment.

rdegradation

(
kgmass loss

kgmicroplastic ∗ year

)
= kd

(
µm
year

)
∗ ρ

(
kg
m3

)
∗ ASS

(
m2

kg

)
(2)

Equation (3): the equation used to describe the degradation of MPs.

ln (A) (kg) = ln (A0) (kg)− k ∗ t (year) (3)

2.2.2. Endpoint Results

The obtained results for PEBs are at a midpoint level. To derive CFs for the endpoint
indicator of ecosystem damage, the conversion of factors described by Corella-Puertas
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et al., as shown and described in Equation (4) and published in their updated framework,
was used [18].

Equation (4): to derive the endpoint for PDFs (Potentially disappeared fractions of
species), a severity factor of 0.025 was multiplied while dividing by the ocean depth, which
was assumed to be 100 m in the case at hand.

CFEndpoint (PEB) = CFMidpoint

PAF ∗ m3

kg emitted
year

 ∗ 0.025
Ocean depth (m)

=
PDF ∗ m2 ∗ year

kg emitted
(4)

2.3. Sensitivity Analysis

As the character of this LCA can be described as anticipatory, a precise sensitivity
analysis (SA) is indispensable [29]. The SA was performed by analyzing different scenarios
in parts of the LCI and LCIA phases. For the LCI, two different polymer infills were
compared to the biobased alternative with three different levels of the percentage of MPs
reaching marine waterways, yielding 9 scenarios for the polymeric infills. To characterize
these scenarios, a total of 30 CFs for the PEB endpoint were calculated and applied. In
SB2, the results are presented without accounting for the EoL of the MPs and the biobased
infill entering the sea due to unsatisfying data. Nevertheless, the respective EoLs were
explored in the SA, focusing on climate change and the ecosystem damage induced as we
assumed that greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, and ethylene were the
main degradation products for both infill types, which was confirmed by several recent
works [41–45].

3. Results
3.1. Life Cycle Inventory

A detailed life cycle inventory for pitch construction, renovation, maintenance, and
deconstruction after 30 years is presented in the Supporting Information Table S1. Following
the method introduced in Section 2, the mass of MPs ending up in marine waters annually
is presented in kg in Table 1, based upon the findings of Løkkegard et al., as introduced in
Section 2 [36].

Table 1. The amount of microplastics entering aquatic ecosystems depending upon the scenario.

Mass of MPs Discharged from Infill to Aquatic Ecosystems Annually

Best Case Base Case Worst Case

in kg/a in % in kg/a in % in kg/a in %

1.9 0.06% 48.8 1.64% 325.1 10.91%

Moreover, for the production for 1 kg of biobased infill, 0.13 kWh of electricity is
needed, with an amount of 0.25 kg going to waste, which was modeled to enter incinera-
tion using the ecoinvent process the “treatment of waste wood, untreated, municipal inciner-
ation|waste wood, untreated|Cutoff, S—RoW” [37]. The production of 1 kg of ELT infill is
shown in Table 2, based upon the work of Johansson [33].

Table 2. The LCI used for modeling the shredding of tires to produce ELT.

Flow Amount Unit Ecoinvent Dataset

Electricity 0.368 kWh electricity, high voltage, production mix|electricity, high
voltage|Cutoff, S—NO

Municipal
solid waste 0.39 kg treatment of municipal solid waste, incineration|municipal solid

waste|Cutoff, S—NO

Scrap steel 0.34 kg market for scrap steel|scrap steel|Cutoff, S—Europe without
Switzerland
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3.2. CFs for MP Rubbers

The results for the CFs for the midpoint (PEBs) and endpoint are presented in Table 3.
For EPDM, 6 CFs were calculated, and for ELT, 24 CFs were calculated. This difference
is due to experimental data on degradation being available for EPDM, whereas for ELT,
no applicable experimental data were found, and it was decided to test a greater range of
scenarios. Inputs and calculations are provided in Supporting Information Table S2.

Table 3. The LCI used for modeling the shredding of tires to produce ELT. The scenarios for
degradation and sedimentation are discussed in Section 4.2.

Degradation
Pathway

Sedimentation
Pathway

Degradation
Rate

(kg/kg * Year)

Sedimentation
Rate

(kg/kg * Year)

Removal Rate
(kg/kg * Year)

Fate Factor
(kg * Year/kg)

Midpoint CF
(PAF * m3 *

Year/kg)

Endpoint CF
(PDF * m2 *

Year/kg)

EPDM

EPDM_High TWRP_Fast
10.27

55.26 65.53 0.02 1.63 × 101 4.07× 10−3

EPDM_High TWRP_Slow 9.21 10.00 0.10 1.07 × 102 2.67× 10−2

EPDM_High AllPlastic 1.54 11.81 0.08 9.04 × 101 2.26× 10−2

EPDM_Low TWRP_Fast
0.79

55.26 56.05 0.02 1.90× 101 4.76 × 10−3

EPDM_Low TWRP_Slow 9.21 10.00 0.10 1.07 × 102 2.67× 10−2

EPDM_Low AllPlastic 1.54 2.33 0.43 4.59 × 102 1.15× 10−1

ELT

5000 µm_Fast TWRP_Fast
0.070

55.26 55.33 0.02 1.93 × 101 4.82× 10−3

5000 µm_Fast TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.28 0.11 1.15 × 102 2.88× 10−2

5000 µm_Fast AllPlastic 1.54 1.60 0.62 6.65 × 102 1.66× 10−1

5000 µm_Medium TWRP_Fast
3.34 × 10−4

55.26 55.26 0.02 1.93 × 101 4.83× 10−3

5000 µm_Medium TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.21 0.11 1.16 × 102 2.90× 10−2

5000 µm_Medium AllPlastic 1.54 1.54 0.65 6.95 × 102 1.74× 10−1

5000 µm_Slow TWRP_Fast
1.60 × 10−6

55.26 55.26 0.02 1.93 × 101 4.83× 10−3

5000 µm_Slow TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.21 0.11 1.16 × 102 2.90× 10−2

5000 µm_Slow AllPlastic 1.54 1.54 0.65 6.95 × 102 1.74× 10−1

1000 µm_Fast TWRP_Fast
0.35

55.26 55.61 0.05 5.53 × 101 1.38× 10−2

1000 µm_Fast TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.56 0.31 3.32 × 102 8.30× 10−2

1000 µm_Fast AllPlastic 1.54 1.88 1.87 1.99 × 10³ 4.98× 10−1

1000 µm_Medium TWRP_Fast
1.67 × 10−3

55.26 55.26 0.02 1.93 × 101 4.83× 10−3

1000 µm_Medium TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.21 0.11 1.16 × 102 2.90× 10−2

1000 µm_Medium AllPlastic 1.54 1.54 0.65 6.95 × 102 1.74× 10−1

1000 µm_Slow TWRP_Fast
8.00 × 10−6

55.26 55.26 0.02 1.93 × 101 4.83× 10−3

1000 µm_Slow TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.21 0.11 1.16 × 102 2.90× 10−2

1000 µm_Slow AllPlastic 1.54 1.54 0.65 6.95 × 102 1.74× 10−1

ELT_Bacteria TWRP_Fast
0.25

55.26 55.52 0.02 1.92 × 101 4.81× 10−3

ELT_Bacteria TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.46 0.11 1.13 × 102 2.82× 10−2

ELT_Bacteria AllPlastic 1.54 1.79 0.56 5.97 × 102 1.49× 10−1

ELT_Tyre TWRP_Fast
0.051

55.26 55.31 0.02 1.93 × 101 4.82× 10−3

ELT_Tyre TWRP_Slow 9.21 9.26 0.11 1.15 × 102 2.88× 10−2

ELT_Tyre AllPlastic 1.54 1.59 0.63 6.73 × 102 1.68× 10−1

3.3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment—SB1

An overview of the different results at the midpoint level is provided in Figure 2
with the results being normalized to natural grass. Exact data and individual figures with
absolute values for the impact categories are found in Supporting Information File S1 and
Table S3.
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Figure 2. Normalized results for AT pitches with different infills compared to NT. CC, LT = climate
change, long term; CC, ST = climate change, short term; FNE = fossil and nuclear energy use,
FA = freshwater acidification; FET = freshwater ecotoxicity; FEU = freshwater eutrophication;
HTC = human toxicity, cancer; HTNC = human toxicity, non-cancer; IR = ionizing radiation,
LO = land occupation, biodiversity; LT = land transformation, biodiversity; ME = marine eutrophica-
tion; MR = mineral resource use; ODP = ozone layer depletion; PM = particulate matter formulation;
PO = photochemical oxidant formation; TA = terrestrial acidification; WS = water scarcity.

3.4. Life Cycle Impact Assessment—SB2—Ecosystem Damage

Figure 3 shows the results for the microplastics’ damage via the PEB impact category
for an FU of 1 h of football played.

Those values are then added together with the damage obtained from the other
midpoint categories, with the results visible in Figure 4. For the results presented, mean
values were used.

Ultimately, the CFs obtained in this work for the rubber infills were compared with
the values obtained for different polymers by Corella-Puerta et al., and the geometrical
standard deviations are compared in Figure 5.
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4. Discussion
4.1. LCI Generation

The generation of the LCI strongly relied on the work of Itten et al. as it provided
a highly detailed inventory [27]. Naturally, primary data for Norway would have been
preferable; however data collection was not within the scope of this work. The literature
was screened for similar works, and the LCIs reported showed results within the same
range. Russo et al. reported a total infill amount of 162 t of ELT for the pitch lifetime,
whereas our study found 233 t [25]. This difference likely comes from infill handling
during maintenance. Russo et al. reported a maintenance interval of 10 years with an
infill need of 4.8 tons. This 0.48 t/a is a very different figure to the 2.98 t/a used in this
study, as suggested by Bertling et al. [26]. Varying data represent a common theme in the
literature, as Bertling et al. found values for infill loss between 1.29 and 4.67 t/a for Nordic
countries. Other sources argue that the infill is not actually lost but rather compacted
within the pitch [46]. Verschoor et al. reviewed the literature on ELT infill and found that
only 0.6–1.2 t/a would be required to make up for losses due to compaction and actual
losses. The authors also stated that losses to the environment can be virtually reduced to
zero with additional measures [47]. Similarly, the amount of infill needed or the amount of
infill/MPs discharged to waterways are also points of discussion in the literature. In this
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studies’ LCI, we used a framework from the technical report of Løkkegard et al. to derive
base-case, best-case, and worst-case scenarios [36]. The original source used an annual infill
of 2.2 t/a, which was adjusted to 2.98 t/a in this work. This approach was chosen as the
amount of infill entering waterways depends on a multitude of factors, such as weather
condition during usage, the presence of retention installations, sewage installations, and
many more. The best-case scenario aims to depict an emission which is almost zero (0.05%),
while the worst-case scenario is somewhat close (10.91%) to the first estimates by European
authorities which led to the first discussions of banning MPs.

4.2. Microplastics’ Impacts and Developments of CFs

For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed that all MPs entering water systems are
discharged into a marine environment, which marks the final compartment; this was also
assumed by Maga et al. [39]. This assumption seems acceptable as more than 75% of
Norway’s population lives within 16 km from the coastline and thus freshwater impacts
are most likely negligible [48]. Following the framework of MarILCA’s work, it was found
that finding research data on the degradation and sedimentation rates of rubbers proved
to be a challenging endeavor. For the virgin rubber, EPDM, measured degradation rates
were found. Nakamura et al. report a surface degradation rate of 13 µm/a for an EPDM
(“EPDM_High”) seal under water at temperatures between 25 and 45 ◦C [49]. This figure is
in line with the work of Chamas et al., who reported values of 7.5, 4.3, and 15 µm/a for
poly-lactic acid (PLA), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), and low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) [40]. Nevertheless, as elevated temperatures above marine levels were reported, an
arbitrary degradation rate of 1 µm/a (“EPDM_Low”) was added to test for sensitivity. For
the sedimentation of EPDM, no experimental data were found. Koelmans et al. derived a
framework for describing the plastic content of the ocean surface layer. They reckoned that
in 3 years, all plastic would sink to the seabed if no new particles were added; thus, this
timeframe was used for EPDM in order to simulate 99% removal [50]. These scenarios were
termed “Allplastic.” To increase the number of scenarios, two values from Corella-Puertas
obtained by analyzing tire and road-wear particles (TWRPs) were used to calculate the
sedimentation of EPDM, as similar behavior was assumed. The main reason is EPDM’s
density, which is higher than that of water, which was also described for the TWRP with its
rather fast sedimentation ratio. They assumed full sedimentation in one month in the fast
scenario and six months in the slower one, both of which were used in our case study [18].
All the sedimentation scenarios mentioned were also applied for the ELT cases. Unlike
EPDM, no experimental data for the degradation of ELT MPs were found in the ocean. A
value for whole tires with a full degradation time of 90 years was found by Afrin et al. [51].
In a different experiment, vulcanized rubbers were subjected to different strains of fungi.
Andler et al. reported a maximum degradation rate of 7.5% in four weeks [52]. As those
values differed heavily and did not account for ELT in marine environments, the values for
degradation from the newer work of Corella-Puertas for 5000 µm and 1000 µm spherical
TWRP microbeads with slow, medium, and fast degradation times were investigated as
well [18]. By investigating Figure 5, one quickly realizes that the CFs vary over circa
two ranges of magnitude for both rubbers. This is an amount of uncertainty comparable
to those of toxicity-related midpoint categories as those often feature even large levels of
uncertainty. It is apparent that the sedimentation rate is the dominant factor as its values
are often much higher than for the environmental degradation, once again proving plastic’s
longevity in the environment.

4.3. LCIA at the Midpoint Level

Normalized results for the different pitches are presented in Figure 2. It is apparent
that for the ATs, EPDM shows the highest impact for all categories except for freshwater
eutrophication. As over the pitches’ lifetime, over 200 t of infill must be produced and
treated at their EoLs by incineration, this number is reflected in the LCIA results for EPDM.
ELT come burden-free—their production impacts are barely of importance as only the
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shredding of tires is accounted for. The LCI data for the shredding of tires are in line
with values presented in a recent work on the topic [53]. The same work by Maga et al.
additionally stresses the fact that ELT represent a growing waste fraction, with a significant
percentage being landfilled or only thermally recovered. This justifies the zero-burden
approach as the flow can currently be seen as a burden and not as a sought-after fraction
with a high market value. The production of the wood-based infill also features comparably
low impacts as opposed to virgin rubber production. Due to the bio-based material, the
impact on CC is the lowest for the wood-based infill, followed by ELT and EPDM. ELT
already have a higher impact than NT due to the high carbon intensity of the thermal
valorization of rubber at the end of its lifetime. These findings are in line with other studies
and allow for the conclusion of bio-based infill being preferable to polymeric infills, for
which recycled input is preferable over virgin materials [25,27,28,54]. For most categories,
the results are relatively equal between ELT and the wood-based infill. The same is true
for the two infills compared with natural grass once the absolute results are discussed.
This discrepancy comes from the design of the functional unit of 1 h, as the NT can only
be used for 800 h/a compared to 1600 h/a for the AT. The full results for each midpoint
category and the life cycle stages’ influence are presented in the Supporting Information
File S1 and Table S3.

4.4. Microplastics and Ecosystem Damage

Using the characterization factors obtained, the damage from 1 h of playing football
in the form of physical effects on biota was calculated, as shown in Figure 3. Naturally,
the highest damage is recorded for the worst-case scenarios as the highest mass of MPs is
released. The opposite is true for the best-case scenarios. The next step was to utilize these
findings to calculate the endpoint damage to ecosystem quality. Using Excel, the mean
values for the different scenarios were added to the results for the calculation of endpoint
damages, as presented in Figure 4. The underlying data are presented in Supporting
Information Table S4. The contribution of MPs (physical effects on biota) is hardly visible,
which is confirmed by the numbers. Only the two “worst” cases contribute 0.01% to the
final result; the others contribute even less. For natural grass, the enormous contribution of
aluminum III to freshwater ecotoxicity stands out. The influence of aluminum III results in
a value that is more than ten times higher for natural grass than for any of the benchmarks.
The percentual share of the aluminum flow to the total result is well over 99%. The flow
for aluminum comes from the ecoinvent dataset of the “treatment of inert waste, sanitary
landfill”. While patents suggest evidence that aluminum can be found in shock pads for
sports fields, it is questionable if this is the case for all and if the material would really
enter the groundwater [55,56]. This discussion aside, it is obvious that the PEBs of MPs
play no decisive role in any of the case studies for the results for the endpoint of ecosystem
damage. Aside from toxicity, climate change also has a sizeable influence on ecosystem
damage, which is in line with the original results of the framework [17,18].

4.5. Sensitivity Analysis
4.5.1. CFs

The CFs developed for ELT and EPDM in this work were compared with the work
of Corella-Puertas et al.; see Figure 5. [18].The results obtained show similar geometric
standard deviations and CFs within a comparable range. Naturally, a higher degradation
rate leads to reduced impacts. As in the original work, other popular polymer types were
investigated, and it was decided to use those CFs for a sensitivity analysis. Keeping in
mind that the artificial grass fibers themselves are mostly made from a complex mixture of
several polymers, including PP, PE, PA, and latex, depending on the author [25,27,28], this
results in an excellent sensitivity analysis. Bertling estimated that 50–1000 kg of these fibers
may be removed from a pitch per year, amounting to 4500–30,000 kg over the entire lifetime
of the pitch. [26] Considering that in the worst-case scenario, 9753 kg of infill is assumed to
enter maritime waterways, a simple sensitivity analysis can be achieved if another CF is
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used for this amount. As a proxy for LLDPE, the material of choice for the fibers, the CF for
LDPE [57] from Corella-Puertas’ work, with a microplastic film fragment of 100 µm, was
used, which amounted to 7.86 PDF * m2 * year/kg emitted. It was assumed that all the MP
emissions are not from the infill but from the fibers, a material likely to have a much higher
CF [18]. The results are presented in Table 4. The percentual contributions of PEBs greatly
improved on a relative scale but stayed around 1% in the worst cases and were much lower
in the others.

Table 4. The damage on ecosystem quality if instead of the CFs for EPDM and ELT, one for LDPE
was used.

Scenario EPDM Base EPDM Best EPDM Worst ELT Base ELT Best ELT Worst

Damage (PDF * m2 * year/kg) 9.41 × 10−3 0.240 1.60 9.41 × 10−3 0.240 1.60

Total damage (PDF * m2 * year) 1.98 × 102 1.99 × 102 1.98 × 102 1.45 × 102 1.45 × 102 1.44 × 102

Damage in % 0.0047% 0.12% 0.81% 0.0065% 0.17% 1.11%

Upon conducting a comparison, one realizes that the CFs for physical effects on biota
for rubbers are rather low. The highest CF (endpoint) for EPDM found in this work was
0.11, and for ELT, it was 0.17, whereas for LDPE, 7.86 PDF * m2 * year/kg was recorded.
These values are still low compared to other substances which are known to have high
ecotoxicity. For example, aluminum III to water has an impact of 2366, ammonia to air has
an impact of 48.6, an iron ion in water has an impact of 93.7, and a copper ion to water
has an impact of 5475.3 PDF * m2 * year/kg. These results are not only valid for metal
ions; also, 1 kg of CO2 yields 0.628 PDF * m2 * year/kg, while 1 kg of methane yields
6.36 PDF * m2 * year/kg. This leads to the conclusion that MPs breaking down underwater
and releasing greenhouse gases has a higher impact on ecosystems than the physical effects
on biota themselves, which was tested in the SA.

4.5.2. EoL Emissions

As stated in Sections 2 and 4, the life cycle of MPs does not end in the marine environ-
ment. Eventually, they will be converted into GHGs. In fact, Ford et al. recently pointed
out that both issues are often treated in an isolated manner when they are closely linked in
reality [58]. Therefore, we set out to enhance the LCA system boundary in the endpoint
analysis by comparing the EoL values of the infills to reach a verdict as to whether the
impact of PEBs or the climate change impact due to the conversion of MP’s carbon has a
greater impact on ecosystem quality. Results for the quantification of GHGs emitted by
MPs are scarce. The California Department of Transportation recently compiled a number
of peer-reviewed studies and found highly skewed values [43,59–61]. Numbers ranged
from 2.4 kg CO2-eq./kg MP for polyamide (Nylon) to over 3.5 kg CO2-eq/kg MP for
polypropylene and up to 30.3 kg CO2-eq/kg MP for polyethylene terephthalate. However,
as some studies did not account for important parameters such as CO2, CH4, or dissolved
organic carbon, we decided to test three values without those limitations. These were 3.5,
9.3, and 22.2 kg CO2-eq./kg MP, respectively, for polypropylene, low-density polyethy-
lene, and high-density-polyethylene. Unfortunately, no data for rubbers were available.
Another paper by Zhao et al. reports low numbers such as 0.0126 kg CO2-eq/kg MP for
fragments, providing a stark contrast [62]. The same is true for the wood-based infill as the
degradation of wood in the sea is not well quantified yet. An elemental analysis of birch
wood samples revealed that 49.39% of their total mass was from carbon and 6.39% was
from hydrogen [63]. If we assume for the sake of simplicity that the remainder, 44.22%, is
oxygen, we find that carbon contributes 31.1% to the molar composition. This means that if
we assume that for the worst-case scenario, every carbon atom turns into methane, 0.659
kg CH4/kg wood is emitted. Using the endpoint CFs for short-term CC and long-term
CC for CO2 and methane, non-fossil, the implications for the endpoint analysis in terms of
ecosystem damage were evaluated, as shown in Figure 6.
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Evidently, the EoL of the different infill types did not show a significant influence
on ecosystem damage. For the wood-based infill, the final score is changed by 1.08% in
an alleged scenario in which 10.91% of all infill material ends up in the ocean and every
carbon atom is converted into methane, a gas with a much higher CF for both CC and
ecosystem damage in comparison to CO2. This presents an interesting result as even
with a worst-case assumption, the total infill impact remains negligible. The results for
the two fossil infill types showed a similar trend, albeit on a higher level. For ELT, an
increase of 2.52% was recorded when using the highest CF for MP degradation in the
sea. While ethylene and methane are potent greenhouse gases, a CF of around 30 kg CO2-
eq./kg MP in the ocean still seems rather high, considering that most plastics emit around
3 kg CO2-eq./kg upon incineration. Both the biobased and fossil infill types had only
a minimal amount of experimental data available to derive CFs, therefore emphasizing
the need for further research. The need to account for woody biomass in global carbon
accounting has been acknowledged before in the literature [64]. Nonetheless, including
the EoL within the SB corrected the results in such a way that the scenarios with the
highest level of infill emissions (worst) now have a higher impact than the ones with lower
emissions, which was due to the omission of EoL modeling at first.

4.6. The Limitations of This Study

As previously discussed, the lack of primary data for Norwegian pitches can be consid-
ered a weakness. Moreover, the omission of transport processes to provide a generic model
could be considered a weakness too. A bigger limitation, nonetheless, is the treatment
for the EoL stage of all infills entering the ocean. While a breakdown into carbon dioxide,
methane, and other GHGs appears probable for both bio-based and fossil infills, experimen-
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tal data remain scarce. This is why the analysis was shifted to a sensitivity analysis. The
same is true for other damage vectors of MPs other than PEBs, such as chemical leaching,
which are still under development currently. Moreover, the usage of generic factors in the
MarILCA framework remains a weakness as specific data for the polymeric material in
question were largely unavailable.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

While the studies’ results are comparatively balanced for some midpoint categories,
such as climate change or nuclear and fossil energy use, others strongly favor synthetic turf
pitches over natural turf. Examples are acidification- and eutrophication-related results,
which is a recurring finding in LCAs dealing with the comparison of fossil resources and
biomass-based alternatives [65–67]. The same is true for land occupation and transfor-
mation; however, one must not forget that the higher number of playing hours per year
(1600 for ATs vs. 800 for NTs) accounts for smaller results for the artificial turfs per hour.
Often, the results for wood or ELT infill are approximately only half of the results for
natural grass, for example, mineral resource depletion or photochemical oxidant formation,
showcasing the many similarities between the different LCIs. In all midpoint categories
investigated, the lowest results were achieved by either the wood-based infill or ELT. It is
no surprise that ELT achieve better results than EPDM because the production of ELT is
relatively simple. Moreover, the ELT case profits heavily from the “cut-off” approach used
as no burdens are assigned to the scrap tires used as an input stream. However, unlike
other authors, no credits or savings achieved via an avoided burden were awarded as in,
e.g., Russo et al. [25]. The results for the wood-based infill, which account for the whole life
cycle, show that the bio-based alternative is almost always preferable over a virgin polymer
material such as EPDM.

In the second part of this study, the methodology for assessing the impact of MPs
on ecosystems developed by Corella-Puertas et al. was used to determine if possible
improvements in plastic infill come at the cost of negative environmental impacts on
aquatic life [17,18]. As it turns out, rubbers such as ELT or EPDM showed much lower
CFs than polyolefins such as PP, PE, or (E)PS per kg MP emitted, leading to negligible
scores on the total impact on ecosystem quality. As the method currently only applies
to “physical effects on biota”, important damage vectors are not included. Therefore, the
results are likely to underestimate actual damage as potential toxicological harm from
plasticizers, degradation products, or toxicological substances in microplastics have not
yet been accounted for. Accurate testing is especially relevant for EPDM and ELT because
they are not specific types of polymers such as PET or PP; in fact, they are umbrella terms
for a wide array of substances with different chemical compositions. Missing scientific
data/consensus from the field is a tremendous issue, particularly with ELT as 90% of
all AT pitches use this material; e.g., Mohajerani et al. and Armada et al. highlight
that the rubber contains toxic organic substances and metals which are known to leak,
whereas Grynkiewicz-Bylina et al. pointed out that at a neutral pH, no toxic leachates were
observed [68–70]. Although there are studies that show no acute toxicity to aquatic species,
those studies also remark that their results are preliminary, need further validation, and
may not represent real aquatic conditions, a conclusion that is also drawn in the review
by Burns and Boxall [71–73]. A review by Massey et al, also concluded that ELT exhibit
higher concentrations of potentially harmful chemicals; however, the authors stress that
there is no single best solution as some plant-based materials cause respiratory problems in
humans. However, they also consider organically treated natural grass a good solution to
eliminate artificial turf and the problems related to infill and the turf itself [74].

A sensitivity analysis was performed using the higher CF for LDPE instead of the
rubber CFs to account for the simplification of fibers not being included in the analysis.
The PEBs of MPs contributed approximately 1% in the worst-case scenario, exhibiting a
minor contribution.
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In the second step of the SA, the impact on CC was quantified for both infill types
and then further transformed into endpoint damage to ecosystems. Using a worst-case
scenario of every carbon atom in the wood-based infill turning into methane, which was
deemed highly unlikely, the total score was increased by 1% by including the infill’s EoL.
For the polymeric materials, generic values from the literature were used, producing
results which were negligible; an increase of up to 2.5% for comparably high CFs of over
22 kg CO2-eq./kg MP emitted was recorded in the worst case.

In terms of GHG emission mitigation, the wood-based infill proved to be favorable
compared to natural turf and virgin infills in this anticipatory LCA. To mitigate ecosystem
damage, the wood-based infill remained the superior option. Disregarding the debate about
MP and infills, there are several ways to reduce environmental impacts independently.
Numerous midpoint categories are influenced by the diesel used in machinery, such as
lawnmowers, or construction-based processes that utilize heavier machinery, such as
asphalt or gravel production. The same is true for fertilizers and chemical agents for the
maintenance of pitches, where a reduction could result in improved environmental impacts
for the natural grass.

While the literature suggests that the public’s knowledge about MPs is rather low,
studies also show that once educated, the majority of people becomes worried, see MPs as
a serious threat, and want to change their behavior to align with a more sustainable route,
even though science suggests the opposite at the moment [75–79]. During our work, a
survey was conducted, revealing that the majority of the management and staff of football
associations in Norway, Scotland, and Portugal deem sustainability to be “very relevant”
or “somewhat relevant” [80]. Ultimately, as new research on the toxicity of MPs surfaces
frequently, a cautious course should be maintained until all the consequences of MPs in the
environment are well understood [81].
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//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su16083487/s1, Figure S11: An image of GOE-Ip AS infill made
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